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Technical Design:

KE MOTO HIGH 1500 ESD
Electric height adjustment workbench
The flagship of Maxder's entire technical workbenches lineup, the MOTO KE
HIGH 1500 unites italian design's beauty to ergonomy and functionality of
an electrical height adjustable worktop. Maxder's workbenches are fully
adaptable to every company's need, including customisation of the
model's height, particularly useful when the handled products'
measures varies or when the workstation is being used by different
workers. It's the perfect tool to guarantee user's comfort and wellbeing
with also an increase in productivity. Mxder's workbenches and
accessories can be adjusted to avoid muscle stress and enabling a more
productive work shift. The model has been built with antistatic dissipative 
materials not subject to wear over time. It doesnt allow  the generation of 
electrostatic charges thanks to the triboelectric effect, completely and 
permanently nullifying electrostatic charges produced by rubbing or carried by a 
worker.

Equipment:
1950mm high upright supports with a rapid attachment shelf, an electric 
module with 6 schuko powersockets with a magnetothermic switch and a LED 
4200K illumination module. The columns offer the option to add various 
accessories.The workbench height can ba adjusted from 720mm to 1010mm 
with a fluid and constant movement.

Rendering:

Superficial resistivity
Rs worktop frame 104Ω < Rs< 109Ω
Rs paint 103Ω < Rs< 109Ω
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Code 18762
Colour grey RAL7035
Load capacity 250kg with distributed load
Frame paint epoxy powders
Worktop material anti-scratch laminate
Ground clearance 720-1010mm
Worktop size 1500x850mm
Shelf size 1500x350mm
Lighting LED ceiling light, 220-240V, 

4200K colour

6 schuko modular 
electrified bar

Silent electric movement

Ergonomic

Technical Specifications:

Control unit 
developed 
without PVC 
materials; 
Ensures a 
constant 
motor speed.

3 stadiums 
telescopic 
columns.Optimise
d motor housing, 
seamlessly 
integrated in the 
frame after 
installation.

Easy-to-use 
command unit 
to lower or 
increase the 
worktop's 
height

Worktop's height: 720-1010 mm

Electric module

LED Illumination module

Tool holding bar

Quick attachment shelf

Complies to 
IEC61340-5-1 

regulation

Made in Italy




